EPS is transitioning to a new platform to deliver its Wordly Wise 3000 vocabulary
content. The latest version is called Wordly Wise i3000. Wordly Wise i3000
content is hosted on a third-party platform called Exploros.
While the levels and lessons and word lists have not changed, there are some
fundamental differences.
1. The onboarding and set up process is different. However, HSBC will handle
the rostering and set up of parent and student accounts.
2. Students and parents will login on the same page. There is no longer a
separate log-in page for the parent and student.
3. Another key difference is that each lesson and corresponding lesson test
must be assigned individually. In the older version, you could assign a full
level of Wordly Wise and students would progress from one lesson to the
next automatically. In the new version the recommendation is you wait to
assign the next lesson once the current lesson test is completed, starting at
Lesson One.
4. EPS has also partnered with Quizlet. Included with your subscription is the
option to access additional official Wordly Wise study sets that include
additional practice, reinforcement and gaming activities. These study sets
are optional and requires a separate sign-up process using an assigned
Quizlet access code if you elect to access these study sets. Lesson One of
each level is unlocked for anyone to access Quizlet but you are required to
sign up and enter the unique Quizlet access code for Lessons Two+.
5. Wordly Wise i3000 has some social engagement features in which student
written responses are solicited. In your case, these responses would only be
shared with you as a parent. In one scene, students are asked to view
classmates’ images and in this case, they would not be able to respond.
6. Wordly Wise i3000 also offers the opportunity to assign comprehension
passages at a lower Lexile level. This is can be done when assigning the

lesson. The suggestion is if you are working on grade level in WWi3000, and
the student is reading below grade level, you would set the “Reading
Group” to B to give them access to the same passage written at a lower
level.
7. Reports are different and capture data on student performance on
completed Wordly Wise i3000 lessons and tests. The shared metrics on the
Student Progress Report include Quiz Score, Responses per Student,
Percent Complete, and Time on Task.
8. The Lesson pretest is now a self-assessment in terms of vocabulary
understanding and knowledge. Words indicated as not known or
understood could provide an opportunity to work with the student on
these identified words. The post test is the same as before.

